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2 crash victims confirmed students
Third a former student,
fourth unaffiliated with USC
Colin Campbell, Cassie Cope & Thad Moore
NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Two of the four victims in the early Wednesday
morning car crash were current USC students, and a
third attended USC last semester.
Richland County Coroner Gary Watts identified the
victims as Kelsey “Kel” Harris, a fourth-year economics
student; Brian McGrath, a third-year history student;
Billings (“Billy”) Fuess IV, a former student who attended
USC last semester but was not currently enrolled; and
Melinda Pipp who, according to USC spokesman Wes
Hickman, was not associated with the university.
All four died from “multiple trauma” resulting from
the accident, and autopsies showed all of the victims were
dead prior to the fire that engulfed the vehicle, according

to a release from Watts.
Wednesday was Harris’ 23rd birthday, according to
the release. The four victims were seen after midnight
leaving the Wild Hare Sports Café, where Pipp worked.
They were seen again around 3:30 a.m. leaving Uncle
Fester’s sports bar on Devine Street, the release said.
Around 5 a.m. Wednesday, McGrath, who was driving
the group in his gray Dodge Charger, lost control of the
vehicle and collided with the Farm Bureau Insurance
building near the intersection of George Rogers Blvd.
and Shop Road.
According to Watts, toxicology reports are not yet
complete but should be available in the next few weeks.
Those results will show if alcohol contributed to the
crash along with high speed, according to Watts.
McGrath and Fuess were 22 years old, and Pipp was
24. McGrath lived at Carolina Walk at the intersection
of George Rogers Blvd. and Bluff Road. Harris and Pipp
were roommates living on the 2900 block of Bratton

Street in the Melrose Heights neighborhood. McGrath
and Fuess were high school friends, the report said.
USC President Harris Pastides sent his condolences
to the USC community in an email and offered free
counseling through Student Health Services for anyone
who needs to them. For counseling, call 803-777-5223.
“I know that in spite of our grief, we as a university
will come together to help each other through this
extraordinarily difficult period,” Pastides said in the
release.
A memorial for Billy Fuess IV will be held in Columbia
Saturday at 5 p.m. at the Dunbar Funeral Home at 4219
Hard Scrabble Road. Services for Brian McGrath will be
held Saturday in Trumbull, Conn., from 2 to 4 p.m. and
from 6 to 8 p.m. Services for Kelsey Harris and Melinda
Pipp have not yet been announced.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/news

Aspiring nurses
receive letters
Students notified of acceptance
to upper division program
Julianne Lewis

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

signs reading “Elephants Never
Forget” in opposit ion to t he
R i ngl i ng Bros. t reat ment of
their animals. The sign holders
were not chanting or yelling,
or speaking to passersby; they
stood in a line, some dressed

USC’s College of Nursing sent out its first
round of acceptance letters into the upper division
program at the beginning of this week.
Emily Nelson, second-year nursing student, was
recently accepted into the program.
“It’s a relief knowing my hard work paid off,”
she said.
To be considered for upper division, students in
the lower division must achieve at least a 3.0 grade
point average and have completed at least 45 hours
toward the nursing curriculum, receiving at least
a “C” in each class. Students are accepted into the
program based solely off GPA.
“I think the competitiveness of the program
is very important to a nursing student’s success
here,” said Kelsey Poole, a third-year nursing
student . “Upper division demands a lot of time,
discipline and work ethic. Without the pressure to
get into the program, I don’t think the success rate
of the students involved would be as high.”
This is the fi rst year that students are required
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Animal rights activists
protest Ringling Bros.
Circus targeted by PETA, SETA
for mistreatment of elephants
Nicole DeBartollo / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

A protestor dressed as a chained elephant held a sign to alert circusgoers of cruelty in training and performing.

Rebecca Johnson

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

The hustle in front of Colonial
Life A rena this weekend will
not on ly be made of excited
circusgoers. Handmade signs
a nd ba n ner s w i l l g r ac e t he

steps into t he arena, held by
memb er s of Pe ople for t he
Ethical Treatment of Animals
and St udents for t he Et hical
Treatment of Animals, the USC
chapter of the organization, in
an ongoing protest.
T hu rsday, prote stor s held

Technology upgrade improves RM communication
Resident mentor pagers replaced
by cellphones, save USC money
Amanda Coyne

ACOYNE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Resident mentors are receiving a
technology upgrade this semester,
replacing pagers wit h cellphones
and ultimately saving the university
almost $350 per year.
The cellphones will serve the same
function that the pagers did, allowing
RMs on duty to be in contact with
other R Ms, communicate with the
front desk and use them in emergency
situations.
The pagers cost Housing $1,906.32
per year, according to Director of
Housing Administration Joe Fortune.
Though t he cellphones w ill cost
$9,837.36 per year, “this was offset
by the removal of landline phones

and voice mail services in RM rooms,
which cost us $8,280 per year,” said
Fortune. He added that data collected
showed it was feasible to remove the
in-room phones. The combined costs
of the pagers and landline phones
were $348.64 more expensive than
the new cellphones.
“Cellphones are easier to use and
understand for residents and RMs,
which will improve communication
between residents and their RM on
duty staff,” said Assistant Director
of Marketing and Communications
for Housing Colleen Mullis. “The
process to use a pager requires more
steps than simply calling a cellphone
entails, and a large population of
students are not familiar with how to
use a pager.”
A lex Bren, a second-year
CELLPHONES ● A2

Spencer Scott / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Michael Miles, a resident mentor in the Roost and a second-year biology student,
used one of the new cellphones provided to RMs in place of their old pagers.
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French House to
convert for Capstone
Upperclassman fellows will reside
at 820 Henderson St. in August
Amanda Coyne

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

T h is Aug u st uppercla s sm a n Cap stone
Fellows will be moving into the apartments
at 820 Hender son St . where t he French
House currently stands . The French House
w ill t ra nsit ion to t he French Liv ing a nd
Learning Community and join the Spanish
a nd I nter n at ion a l L iv i ng a nd L ea r n i ng
Communities in Maxcy College.
The small residence hall just yards from
Capstone House, where fi rst- and second-year
Capstone Scholars reside, will be home to 23
third- and fourth-year Capstone Scholars who
have earned at least a 3.0 GPA and 40 Capstone
points.
T he French L iv i ng a nd L ea r n i ng
Communit y’s move to Maxcy offered that
housing option to Capstone as well as the
opp or t u n it y for t he Frenc h L iv i ng a nd
Learning Community to grow.
“One of the challenges the house has faced is
a lack of community space to host events, cook
together, show movies and have conversation.
We do not currently have a native speaker living
in the house, nor do we have a communit y
space for events,” said Lara Anderson, French
House facult y adviser. “The International
House at Maxcy would be able to accommodate
those needs. I am really excited to see great
things come out of this and to bring groups
of French-speaking students together to live
together, and to learn, study and grow.”
The lack of community space and cultural
event s i n t he French House has af fected
some current residents’ experiences in the
community.
“ I t h i n k t he move w i l l help f ac i l it ate
com mu n icat ion w it h i n t he lea r n i ng
community,” said Audrey Wenzel, a secondyear economics student and French House
resident who leaves Monday to study abroad in
Paris. “I only met and saw one other student in
the building on a regular basis other than my
two roommates. There were many problems
coordinating events for the community this
semester.”
T he French L iv i ng a nd L ea r n i ng
Community will also expand to include fi rstyear students, a change from previous years
when only upperclassmen were allowed to
live in the French House . A nother benefit
from moving the French Living and Learning
Community to Maxcy is the proximity to the
Spanish and International Living and Learning
Communities.
HOUSE ● A3
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CIRCUS • Continued from A1
up as chained animals or with
chains about their necks. The
picketers were noticeably silent.
Coupled with pictures of chained
animals and startling facts, the
protesters readily explained the
benefits of animal-free circuses.
“Circ uses wou ld be bet ter
without animals,” said Tristan
Lawson, a t hird-year marine
s c ie n c e s t u d e nt . “ T he w a y
they train them is against their
nature. There is sometimes even
stabbing involved.”
A wild elephant can live to be
more than 70 years old, but in
the circus, the average lifespan is
only 14 years, Lawson explained.
The animals are “trained with
fear,” another protestor said.
The groups plan to protest
every day of the circus. Picketers
have been supplied wit h free
materials for posters, flyers and
banners from PETA and now
are lending a hand to reach out
to the public about the cruelty of
animal circuses.
Members of Columbia Veg, a

local meetup group for vegans
and vegetarians, is also part of
the action. Participants bring
their support of animal welfare
and their numbers to the circus
protest. Rosemary Thompson ,
an organizer for Columbia Veg,
increased support through the
g roup a nd a Facebook event
created just for the occasion.
Amanda Arcamone, a thirdyear psycholog y st udent and
president of St udents for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals ,
organized the event through the
ListServ and a Facebook event .
She posted f lyers and showed
informational videos explaining
the plight of the circus animals
at SETA meetings.
Collectively, the protesters
are expecting between 50 and
10 0 c o m p a n i o n s , m a n y o f
whom were ra l l ied toget her
Thursday by 13-year-old Sophia
Storiazzi . Storiazzi, a member
of the Unitarian Universalist
Congregation of Columbia, gave
speeches at her church against
animal cruelty and the Ringling
c i rc u s a nd g at hered a hef t y

following from her audience .
This is the second year she has
protested in front of the circus,
and she is hopeful the picket line
will grow this year. Despite her
age, Storiazzi is not the youngest
protester involved; elementaryage boys handed out fl yers and
waved banners, showing t hat
not a l l k ids love t he ci rc us.
Tom Turnipseed, a 75-year-old
Unitarian member, remembers
watching t he circus when he
was 12, and said, “You didn’t
think about [animal rights issues
when] watching the circus.”
A Ringling employee named
To m d e c l i n e d t o c o m m e nt
while handing out programs to
circusgoers, saying he could lose
his job. But did remark, “They
believe what they believe; you
know how I feel.”
And a few moments later he
was rounding up an audience,
his booming voice contradicting
the posters out front.

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/news

Nicole DeBartollo / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Community members and students organized in front of the Colonial Life Arena on Thursday to protest the circus.

CELLPHONES • Continued from A1
international business student and Capstone House
RM, said she was thankful for the cellphones.
“They were really annoying; the pagers are
archaic, not really loud and have a terrible battery
life. Overall, they were very inefficient,” said Bren,
who used a cellphone on duty for the first time
last Monday. “It was so much better. It’s so much
quicker and louder, and now we don’t have to use
our own personal cellphones to respond to a page;
we can communicate directly with others while
not using our own personal minutes or having to
switch devices.”
R Ms began using the cellphones on Jan. 6,
and the switch has been one long in the making,
according to third-year political science student
and president of the Resident Mentor Council
Dominick Donaldson.
“Resident mentors have been rumbling about
this since long before my tenure as a member of the
staff. I can say that the subject came up multiple
times in council sessions last year under Frank
Moran [ Jr.], but due to our intense investment in
other projects, was not wholeheartedly pursued,”
Donaldson said. “This year, we were able to
prioritize in a way that allowed us to tackle this
issue alongside others.”
The effort gained traction after the RM Council
encouraged RMs to report problems with pagers
to their supervisors.
“We figured that mass complaints couldn’t be

ignored,” Donaldson said.
Donaldson’s logic proved sound; Residence
Life Director Andy Fink took notice of the many
complaints and formed a committee dedicated to
fi nding a solution to the problem.
“I coordinated some discussions about the issue
as well as looked into the issue myself,” Fink said.
“I examined the duty response system to make
sure that the cellphones would work with it.”
The RM Council also began to work toward a
solution.
“We held a few meetings that acted as focus
groups in order to ascertain what RMs felt would
be the best method of remedying the situation,
and sent the information we gathered off to Andy
and a few other higher-ups,” Donaldson said.
An independent committee was also formed by
the R M Council but was later absorbed by the
committee headed by Fink.
The overall response from RMs has been “very,
very positive,” said Fink.
The sw itch w ill also help make collect ing
evidence for incident reports more efficient.
“It’s really good to have cellphones for IRs.
Sometimes, we need to take pictures of evidence,
so it’s nice to have a staff cellphone that has the
picture on it instead of risking security issues with
pictures on our personal phones,” Bren said.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/news

NURSING • Continued from A1
to have a 3.0 to be considered; the
prev ious GPA requ i rement was a
2.75. However, having a 3.0 does not
guarantee acceptance into the upper
division program. The GPA cutoff for
this year’s upper division acceptances
was a 3.4, which is not considerably
different from last year’s.
“There are so many things that make
a great nurse, but we know that smart
people make great nurses,” College
of Nursing Dean Peggy Hewlett said.
“ W hen you’re deal i ng w it h large
numbers of ver y smart people who
want to be admitted into one of the
hardest majors at USC, GPA is the
most important.”
When Hewlett assumed the role of
dean in 2005, her goal was to double
the admission into the major from
the previous average of 110 students.
She has succeeded and believes that
the quality of education has not been
comprom ised. T he prog ra m now
admits approximately 240 students per
year, including those enrolled at USC
Lancaster and Salkehatchie.
Various factors are considered when

deciding on class size, such as faculty
availability and lab space. There will
be a second round of admissions taking
place toward the end of the spring.
This round will serve to fi ll spots that
were left open or vacated by students
who declined their acceptance.
“We need to make sure that all of the
students we admit we can give a quality
education to. That’s our number one
commitment,” Hewlett said. “We’re
doing the best we can with our amount
of resources, and we’re very proud of
our graduate students.”
Students who are not accepted in the
fi rst or second rounds are encouraged
to reapply or t ra nsfer to a not her
nursing school in the USC system,
such as USC Aiken or Beaufort . For
those who don’t desire to reapply, many
of the prerequisite courses also fit into
majors such as public health, exercise
science, social work and psychology.
“Choosing nursing is the best choice
you could ever make for a career. It’s
one of the best careers out there, so
keep trying,” Hewlett said.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/news
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deﬁne
reﬁnes
Spencer Scott / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The residence hall at 820 Henderson St., currently the French House, will be
converted for upperclassman Capstone Fellows to live in next August.
HOUSE • Continued from A2
“Being a part of the International
House at Maxc y could be a ver y
good opportunit y for the French
community,” said Caroline Mosser,
French House activity coordinator.
“It can lead to bigger events, and
we c ou ld work w it h t he ot he r
international communities.”
The installation of the Capstone
Fellows House will also allow the
Capstone Scholars Program to grow.
“Fel low s a re top st udent s, so
we want them to be able to build
and explore leadership within the
Capstone prog ra m,” sa id Dav id
D eWe i l , a s s i s t a nt pr i nc ip a l of
t he Capstone Scholars Program,
who noted t he prox imit y of 820
Henderson St. to Capstone House
as a plus. “One t hing we’ll have
them do is help create a program

about once a month for everyone
in Capstone to take advantage of,
whether it’s a workshop or leadership
p r o g r a m o r s o c i a l e v e nt . O u r
expectation of them is to play a role
in the community.”
Capstone Fellows House residents
are also expected to serve as mentors
for fi rst-year Capstone Scholars.
“Residents will be a ‘go to’ person
for freshmen who have questions,”
s a id s e c o nd -y e a r m id d le le v e l
education student Grace Johnson,
who became a Capstone Fellow at
the end of last semester and hopes to
live in the Fellows House. “I think
it is a good way to help keep some
older students involved and available
to help younger Capstone members.”
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/news
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Romney best primary
candidate remaining
It ’s a s h a me Jo n Hu nt s m a n h a s
fallen by the wayside. He was the only
candidate to take us students here at
USC seriously, and he genuinely seemed
like a decent man with a true vision for
America.
For whatever reason, his campaign
failed to gain
t ract ion, a nd
“Out of the
Huntsman
remaining four
dropped out
Republican
before we were
candidates, we feel able to endorse
what we felt he
that Mitt Romney is embodied.
So now, the
the best candidate
r
e
maining
to give America a
candidates
thorough, vigorous m u s t b e
debate leading up w e i g h e d
to the presidential aa gn aoitnhset r o nt oe
election.”
see who is the
most v iable
candidate. We feel that, regardless of
your political beliefs, the nation benefits
when an election is close.
The issues can be more thoroughly
debated, and candidates are forced to
voice their opinion instead of ride on
cruise control to election day.
Out of the remaining four Republican
candidates, we feel that Mitt Romney
is the best candidate to give America a
thorough, vigorous debate leading up to
the presidential election. He certainly
has business acumen as well as solid
leadership experience as governor of
Massachusetts.
His times at Bain Capital raise some
eyebrows, but you can’t fault the man
for succeeding in the free market capital
of the world. While we certainly aren’t
jumping to conclusions to bless Romney
as the next president of the United States,
we’ll save that decision for November.
We do think he’ll be able to make the
election close, and put President Barack
Obama to the test on what his vision for
America is should he win a second term.

Misguided faith unjust to nonbelievers
Public school no place
for religious expression
Jessica Ahlquist is a typical teenager.
She has a Twitter, worries about the
prom and is an atheist, which doesn’t
always work out so well in strongly
catholic Rhode Island . The reason?
The prominently displayed School
Prayer that hung in the hall of Cranston
High School West, her public high
school.
The prayer, which begins with “Our
Father” and ends with “Amen,” was
placed there by the class
of 1963.
“When I saw it there,
I knew it didn’t belong,”
A h lq u i s t s a id . “A nd
every time that I saw it,
it was a reminder that my
school wasn’t doing the
Patrick
right thing and that my
Mitchell
Electrical
school didn’t necessarily
engineering
s u p p o r t m e a nd m y
graduate student
views.”
A hlquist f irst went
to t he adm i n ist rat ion a nd asked
that the prayer be taken down. The
administration ignored her request.
She t hen got t he A merican Civ il
Liberties Union to call, pleading with
them to not engage school funds to
fight a battle they would lose. The
administration wouldn’t budge.
And thus, Ahlquist, at age 16, became
the plaintiff in a lawsuit, represented by
the ACLU, against the school in an
open-and-shut constitutional violation.
When the judge (rightly) concluded
that the banner needed to be taken
down immediately, the town erupted in
a new fanfare of hatred, directed at the
16-year-old.
A state House representative, Peter

Palumbo, called Ahlquist an “evil little
thing” and a “pawn star” of the ACLU.
Her classmates and fellow students
joined in on Twitter throughout the
day, as news of the ACLU win spread.
Twitter user @jvezina022 wrote, “I
hope there’s lots of banners in hell when
your rotting in there you atheist f--#TeamJesus,” while another aggravated
user @zombiecamera said, “i cant wait
to hear about you getting curb stomped
you f---ing worthless c---.”
Threats from adults and youth alike
poured in; dozens of Twitter users and
Facebook members made direct threats
of violence to Ahlquist, over a clear win
for the separation of church and state.
Students are still free to pray as much
as they like, but under court order, the
banner must be removed from the wall
where it once stood.
It continues to astonish me, though
it should not be by now, that the many
people who claim to know peace, love
and forgiveness better than the entirety
of the world would be so offended when
others work to stop infringing upon the
constitutional rights of others.
Christianity holds a majority position
in A merica, and I see its members
throwing around its privileged weight
every opportunity it gets. These threats
against the life of a 16-year-old girl
who was excluded by the nature of a
school prayer show what this privileged
majority is made of.
One would hope that the men and
women of faith really want to be the
meek and mild servants that Jesus
supposedly requested them to be.
But the evidence constantly suggests
they would much rather live their life of
entitlement, say whatever they feel like
and threaten anyone who would bother
to challenge their status as the selfish
majority with death and hell.

Everyone seems to know that
politicians will say anything to
get your vote. They will pander,
waff le and f lip-f lop their way
toward popular success. We as
voters expect them to do this,
and yet every year complain of
how politicians do precisely what
we have expected them to do.
While we
should take
no pleasu re in
watching t his
happen year
a f t er y e a r, t h i s
Saturday there is
indeed a way for
Mason
South Carolina–
Smith
r e g i s t e r e d
First-year
voter s to rejec t
International
studies student
t he pandering
politicians of the
Republican primary and vote for
a man of integrity, unwavering
in his dedication toward the
absurdity of the elections.
I am, of course, referring
to Charleston native Stephen
Colber t of “The Colber t
Report,” who is r u n n ing in
Sout h Ca rol i na as Her ma n
Cain.
While many see Colbert as
a troublemak ing distract ion
from the real issues, his satire
of the campaign process serves
to remind all of us of just how
r id ic u lou s t he c o nt e s t h a s
become when the candidates
are competing not over how
well they might ser ve as the
president, but instead trying to
appeal to the most extreme in
their party.
Until, however, we as voters
reject t he ext rem ism of t he
candidates’ rhetoric and actually
begin to care about which man
has the most integrity, we will
never move beyond our current
partisan ideology.
But if you do want to move our
nation’s political conversation
forward by showing your disgust
for current national politics, vote
for Herman.

Romney most electable of Republican imperfects
Electoral map forces RNC to
nominate moderate candidate
More than half of us students here at the university
will be unable to vote in Saturday’s Republican
primary since we’re merely visitors from states and
nations worldwide. But, for those who are residents
of South Carolina, this is your chance to make your
voice heard by voting to decide who will make the
Republican ticket in November.
Sure, you may have a favorite candidate who
supports exactly what you believe in and lines up
perfectly with your morals. That’s great, except you
must ask yourself whether or not he is even electable.
Rather, can whomever you cast your vote for on
Saturday muster enough support to give President
Barack Obama a scare come November?
If the person who wins the primaries and makes
the ballot doesn’t have a hope of reaching the magical
number of 270 electoral votes to win the election,
the Republicans might as well throw Sarah Palin

back on the ballot. Regardless of views, morals, or
opinions, if the Republican National Committee
puts a ticket up against Obama that can’t win the
electoral map, it’s a wasted ticket.
That means pandering to
independents, catering to your base
a nd when asked to ju mp si mply
responding with “How high?”. The
RNC knows this, and so do those
who follow politics and presidential
elections.
But does the average voter? Maybe,
Kevin
maybe not. Possibly more important
Burke
than any particular view on an issue
Fourth-year
during this primary is whether or
finance student
not a candidate can win the general
elect ion. Th is fact alone shou ld
eliminate all but two candidates, and seriously
question the viability of one of those two.
At this point none of the candidates involved
except for Newt Gingrich and Mitt Romney hold the
electability factor needed to win come November.
Gingrich, for that matter, is questionable at best.

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
V ie w p o i nt s p a g e i s t o s t i m u l at e
discussion in the University of South
Carolina community.
All published authors are expected
to provide logical arguments to back
their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers
three methods of expression: letters to
the editor, guest columns and feedback
on dailygamecock.com.
Letters and g uest columns
shou ld b e s ubm it ted v ia em a i l to
g a m e c o c k e d it o r @ s c . e d u . L e t t e r s
must be 200 to 300 words in length

and include the author’s name, year in
school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
colu m ns. Colu m n ist s shou ld keep
submissions to about 500 words in
length and include the author’s name
and position.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Da ily G amecock a nd must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let
us know about it. Email sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will
print the correction in our next issue.

Gingrich has too many flaws and holes from his
time as Speaker of the House to win the electorate
over Obama. A nd sure, Romney isn’t perfect;
he’s f lawed in many ways and occasionally too
Democratic. But that in and of itself will cater to
those who sit somewhere in between Republicans
and Democrats, not to the extreme left or right: the
self-proclaimed independents.
No president makes a single decision without
a team of advisers standing over his shoulders
massaging the message and facts into an acceptable,
agreeable fashion. When a president takes office he
always tries to put his ambitious plans he campaigned
on into action; then the advisers come along, tell him
that it won’t actually pass, compromise is reached,
and suddenly the hard line campaign promise doesn’t
ever reach fruition. Mitt Romney understands this,
but Ron Paul, Rick Santorum, and to lesser extent
Newt Gingrich don’t.
Mitt Romney gives Republicans the best chance
to win come November. No, he’s not perfect;
no candidate is, but he’s the most perfect of the
imperfects to beat Obama on the electoral map.
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Body Worlds brings dead to life
Traveling educational exhibit makes stop at South Carolina State Museum
Kevin Walker

MIX@
DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

The South
Carol i na St ate
Museum is breaking
attendance records with
it s latest feat u red ex h ibit
“Body Worlds Vital.”
T he ex h ibit , wh ich opened
Nov. 13, i s o ne of t he mo s t
p o p u l a r e x h ib it s t o h it t h e
museum since the early 2000s.
D r. G u nt h e r v o n H a g e n s ’
“Body Worlds V it a l” is t he
latest addition to the Human
Saga project that displays real
human bodies post-mortem —
predominately for educational
purposes. There are eight
Body Worlds ex h ibit ions
currently touring the globe
and nearly 33 million people
have viewed the project as a
whole. Needless to say, it is
worth stopping by the State
Museum to investigate these
cadavers.
I n 19 7 7 , v o n H a g e n s
de velop ed t he pro ce s s of
plastination , which removes
bodily f luids and fat f rom
t he donated bod ies a nd
replaces them with polymers
and resins, therefore
c re at i ng t he pl a st i n ate s .
This process preser ves
t he s p e c i m e n s e nt i r e l y
a nd a l lows spec t ators
to obser ve t he in ner
work ings of the human
body. These plastinates
are usually manipulated
to mimic human bodies
in motion and can take up
to three years to complete.
To configure the exhibit in
general, it took about a week
of transporting and setting
up. Each full-bodied plastinate
receives a name indicative of
its pose such as t he Singer,
t he Flamenco Dancers, and
the Fencer. Each Body Worlds
exhibit has a distinct intention,
and the Vital portion occupying
the State Museum concentrates
o n d i s pl a y i n g t he hu m a n
anatomy as well as the effects
of preventable diseases on our
bodies.

Photos courtesy of Gunther von Hagens’ BODY WORLDS, Institute for Plastination, Heidelberg, Germany, www.bodyworlds.com

“Body Worlds Vital,” an educational exhibit that features 14 full-bodied plastinates, is on display
through April 15 at the South Carolina State Museum. $18 admission includes access to the exhibit.
The exhibit “focuses on vital functions,
how we can stay healthy and the things
we do that hurt our bodies,” said the State
Museum’s Director of Educat ion Tom
Falvey.
The exhibit is clearly designed to help
the viewer draw conclusions about how
smok ing, drink ing and obesit y directly
affect human healt h. Cross sect ions of
healt hy and u nhealt hy lu ngs, legs and
hearts lay next to each other to provide
u nden iable ev idence of t he issues
caused by these conditions. The nature
of plastination also allows the spectator
to view conditions such as arthritis and
carpal tunnel syndrome from the inside.
Through these lurid plastinates and body
parts, Body Worlds strongly addresses its
mission of encouraging individuals to take
responsibility for their own health.
Despite the disturbing concept behind
t he Body Worlds ex hibit ion, any sense
of uncertainty is drowned in fascination
because von Hagens beautifully integrates
a r t i nt o h i s s c ie nc e . A lt hou g h s o me
individuals do find the subject matter to
be too grotesque, Falvey reported very few
instances of people leaving. And surprising
enough, younger men are typically those
who become uncomfortable.
“People have been t r y ing to display
bodies forever. [Von Hagens] really came at
it from an artistic perspective,” Falvey said.
The time and precision required to create

a single plastinate sculpture is so daunting
that onlookers typically gawk in amazement
at each masterpiece. With 14 full-bodied
plastinates — 12 males and two females —
composing the exhibition, there are easily
three decades worth of work on display.
In each room, posters and v ideo cover
the walls to fuse this artistic science with
education. According to Falvey, it couldn’t
be working better, saying people read the
material provided in this exhibit more than
in typical exhibits. All the while, people
actively view the spectacles by studying
and comparing their own bodies to the
plastinates.
One section in particular that provides
plenty of reading material is the nutritional
sect ion, which was incorporated apart
from the Body Worlds exhibition. In that
hallway, families from around the world
pose for a picture around the food that
consists of t heir week ly diet. I n ever y
way this section recognizes A merican’s
nutritional deficiencies in comparison to
other countries around the world.
“I’ve heard a lot of people say, ‘Wow, we
really need to think about cutting down on
some stuff,’” Falvey said.
A s readersh ip is i ncreasi ng, general
attendance is skyrocketing.
“It’s outrageous,” Falvey said. “We’ve
never seen so many people here!”
BODY ● A6

WORLD OF BEER
New Vista bar serves up 500 different beers, offers delivery from local restaurants
Kristyn Winch

KWINCH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Imagine a bar that serves nothing but
beer. Now imagine that this place does
exist, and it’s in the Vista.
World of Beer, an A merican bar
franchise, opened its Columbia location
in late December. The Vista bar is the
company’s 21st location.
Located near the Wild Hare and
Jillian’s, World of Beer picked prime
real estate for its newest franchise.
The restaurant is spacious, with two
floors of seating and high ceilings. The
walls are lined with f lat-screen HD
televisions that are tuned into the latest
sporting events. Popular music is laced
through the speakers, but the volume
is soft enough that customers can still
carry on conversation. World of Beer’s
second floor has a stage for live acts and
standing room and tables for patrons.
Bud Light and Keystone can’t be
found on this menu , but the variety
of domestic and imported drafts and
bottles are sure to please any beer
lover’s taste buds. World of Beer’s
list features more than 500 different
brews, ranging from Southern-brewed
favorites like South Carolina’s R.J.
Rockers and Georgia’s Sweetwater to
imports including Rodenbach from

Brian Almond / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

World of Beer, the Vista’s newest bar, offers a variety of foreign and domestic
brews. The bar has specials daily, including student discounts on Wednesdays.
Belgium and Boddington’s Pub Ale
from England. World of Beer’s menu
changes frequently, so customers will
likely discover new offerings during
return visits.
In addition to drafts and bottles,
World of Beer customers can order

4-ounce beer shots, which range in price
from $2 to $3.50. The establishment
also has a mixes menu with suggestions
for mixing drafts.
W hile there is no food menu at
World of Beer, hungr y customers
shouldn’t change their plans. World of

Beer has takeout menus for other Vista
restaurants (including the Wild Hare
and Five Guys) on hand, and the food
can be delivered to World of Beer.
Worried that the wide selection of
beers will take a toll on your wallet?
World of Beer offers various drink
discounts throughout the week. Every
Monday is ser vice industr y night .
Tuesdays are Loyalt y Card nights ,
with cardholders receiving a 25-percent
discount on all bottles from open to
close. Loyalty cards allow customers to
earn points for every different beer they
purchase at World of Beer. Rewards for
points include T-shirts, a plaque, a mug
and a $250 bar tab when you reach 500
beers. Loyalty cards cost $15, and your
server can assist you with signing up.
On Wed nesday n ight s, col lege
students and faculty with valid school
identification receive a 50-percent
discount on select draft beers from 9
p.m. to close. Every Thursday is Ladies’
Night at the bar, with ladies receiving a
50-percent discount on select drafts all
night.
World of Beer also hosts live music
every Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
T h i s we e k e nd’s l i ne up f e at u re s
Deleveled from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. on
BEER ● A6
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Winter beach trips provide
affordable weekend getaway
Hotel deals, splitting
costs fit for travel
on college budget
Brant Fortenberry

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Courtesy of Gunther von Hagens’ BODY WORLDS, Institute for Plastination, Heidelberg, Germany, www.bodyworlds.com

In addition to full-sized, posed bodies, the “Body Worlds Vital” exhibit educates
about healthy living through comparison of damaged and undamaged organs.
O ver t he weekend,
more t han 2,300
people at tended t he
St ate Museu m a nd
a c c o r d i n g l y, t h e
museum has been
forced to change t he
way it operates by
adding staff members
a nd c r e at i n g a ne w
reservation system.

O n A p r i l 15 , t h e
“Body Worlds Vital”
exhibit will be moving
to Ont a r io , Ca nada,
so make sure to stop
by the South Carolina
State Museum
b ef or e it le ave s t he
countr y. Audio tours
a re a v a i l able f or a n
add it iona l cost , a nd

there is even a viewing
opt ion t hat caters to
medical students who
understand anatomical
jargon. Admission to
the exhibit is $11 for
adults in addit ion to
the museum’s general
admission of $7. The
museum is open
Tu e s d a y 10 a . m . t o
8 p . m . , We d n e s d a y
through Friday
10 a . m . t o 5 p . m . ,
Sat u rd ay 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. and Su nday 1
to 5 p.m. Addit ional
information is available
on its website at www.
museum.state.sc.us.

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/
mix

com. For the best nightly
deals, book through a travel
site instead of the actual
hotel.
Gas — $50 (split among
four people)
Gas could be the most
expensive component of any
trip. Depending on the car
and gas prices, this could go
up or down. A helpful hint:
Plan out where you want to
go at the beach instead of
driving aimlessly like we
did. This could save you a
significant amount on gas.
Food — $30
We had lunch at a burger
joint on the beach averaging
about $7 a burger. Dinner
wa s at Ji m my Bu f fet t ’s
Cheeseburger in Paradise,
a tourist-y restaurant with
a menu to match. These
plates averaged out around
$13 each. We did not make it
out for breakfast but instead
had brunch at IHOP. My
sandwich was $10 after taxes
and tip. There are many
food options at the beach;
you can go for a $30 seafood
buffet or eat at McDonald’s
for every meal.
A ny t r ip ca n be as
affordable or as expensive as
you want it to be. Our total
per person was just under
$60. After figuring out the
two main costs — hotel and
gas — the rest is a breeze.
We ate, shopped and even
took an exhilarating swim
in the Atlantic. There are
countless things to do at
the beach, and the choice is
really yours to make.

The first week of classes
can be pu re tort u re for
some students . K nowing
that winter break is over and
studying must begin is, to
many, the worst feeling in
the world. Many of us are on
the “college budget,” where,
if it isn’t on the meal plan,
you can’t have it. Luckily,
this season is the perfect
time for a weekend getaway
to the beach. Hotels right
now range from $39 to $70
per night, quite a bit cheaper
than in other seasons. If you
can get a group of friends
together, you can have an
affordable and fun weekend.
W it h on ly about t wo
h o u r s a n d 45 m i n u t e s
separating USC from Myrtle
Beach, you can choose one
of two options. Option A:
Get up early in the morning,
drive down and spend just
one day at the beach, go to
a couple of nice restaurants,
take a walk on the beach and
head back to school. Option
B: Get up early, drive down
and spend t wo complete
days exploring the area. We
decided on option B, and
it ended up being very cost
effective.
Hotel — $52 after tax
per night (split among four
people)
We stayed at a very nice
beachfront resort with two
queen beds and a balcony,
booked through Expedia. Comments on this story?

Visit dailygamecock.com/mix

Photo courtesy of Brye Voltz

BEER ● Continued
from A5
Friday and Charles Riley
Duo from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. on Saturday. Other
upcoming events include
Beer Can Appreciation
Day on Jan. 24, when all
cans are 50 percent off
from 9 p.m. to close and
a Super Bowl celebration
on Feb. 5. World of Beer
will also be participating
i n t h e Wo r l d B e e r
Fe st iva l on Ja n. 28.
Advanced tickets for the
festival can be purchased
for $40 at World of Beer.
A lthough the Vista
locat ion ser ves on ly
beer now, the bar will
be adding a wine list and
cigar menu soon.
If you’re looking for
a friendly atmosphere
and a unique drinking
experience, check out
World of Beer.
The Vista location is
on 902 Gervais St.
World of Beer is also
opening franchises in
Charlotte, N.C., and
Sava n na h, G a., t h is
winter.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/
mix

Brian Almond / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

World of Beer features two floors and hosts live music events every weekend.
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HOUSING

EMPLOYMENT

One BR For Sublease
Looking for someone to sublease my
room in my house at 301 S. Edisto
Avenue. The location is awesome
as it is within a 5 minute drive of
5 points, campus and the stadium.
Rent is only 350 and utilities are
never more then 100 so it’s relatively
cheap and the roommates are cool
and down to earth. If your interested
let me know by email at
menzies@email.sc.edu or
by phone at 704-579-1812
Email menzies@email.sc.edu

SF seeks female to share 3bd/1ba
house in F. Acres. $350/mo. For
more info, call 803-466-8149.

Babysitter for 3 kids. ECE majors
preferred. 543-9922

Excellent Opportunity
Busy Allergist office seeks bright,
hardworking, ethical students to work
full or part-time for a year and a half.
We have both clinical and business
positions available. Excellent
opportunity for those interested in
applying to medical and/or graduate
school. We can provide hands-on
clinical experience. Only those with
excellent academic records (GPA of
3.6 or higher) and great references
need apply. Email resume with
dates available to begin work to:
palmettoallergya@bellsouth.net

1 or 2 bedrooms available to
sublease for the spring/summer
semesters in The Retreat
Email: galving@email.sc.edu
Phone: (704)-651-9086

Email guy@physicianservicessc.com

Why USC?
Gamecock Connection Positions
Available
Tell us why you love USC! The
Office of Undergraduate Admissions
is looking for enthusiastic,
dedicated students to assist with
recruiting prospective students at
Admissions special events. In this
role you can share your love for
USC with prospective students,
admitted students and their parents.
Applicants should possess strong
communication skills, enthusiasm
for USC, good work ethic, and
professionalism. We are looking for
volunteers to assist with Admissions
events this spring, and there will
be a mandatory training meeting
for new members. Applications
are available in the Office of
Undergraduate Admissions located
on the Horseshoe in Lieber College.
A p p l i c a t i o n d e a d l i n e : F r i d a y,
January 27th at 5:00 pm. For more
information, please call Alexandra
Scovel at 803-777-9106.

Austral Salon is currently
interviewing for a Guest relations
position. Candidate must be out
going, professional, well spoken
and have great attention to detail.
Hour available are Mon - Wed and
Fr 9:30-12:30 Thursday 1 - 7 and 1
or 2 Saturdays a month 9:30-4 - Also
one full day in Irmo salon 9:30-7:00Please send resume to
cshealy@australsalon.com

LINE AD RATES

MISC
Reserved Parking: Pickens at
Blossom, $280 semester, 799-3452

1st insertion: $2.50 / line
Subsequent: $1.50 / line

ADDITIONAL INFO
Two line minimum
Avg. line length of 30
characters

Clinic research asst. Chance to be
co-author of peer review journal.
Freshman/Soph. only.
feil@midlandsortho.com

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available
for addt’l cost

TRAVEL
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189 for 5-Days. All prices
include: Round-trip luxury party
cruise. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of 13
resorts. Appalachia Travel. www.
BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018

DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day
prior to publication

Bartending! Up to $250/Day. No
Experience Nec.Training Available.
800-965-6520 Ext253

Go to www.dailygamecock.com and click on “Classifieds” to place your online &/or print ads. Upload your image(s) & manage your own account in one convenient place!
*FREE ONLINE ADS! Available only to USC students, faculty & staff. Just use your sc.edu email address.
Questions or special requests, call 777-3888 • Office hours: M-F 8:30am- 5pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

PHD • JORGE CHAM

THE SCENE

TODAY
HOT LAVA MONSTER W/ THE MOBROS
10 p.m., $5
5 Points Pub, 2020 Devine St.

HOROSCOPES

Aries

Leo

Sagittarius

You’re attracting the
attention of the people
who matter to you. It’s a
test and you’re passing.
Stay focused. There’s
more development on
its way. Prepare.

Leave your money in
your wallet. Develop
new leads this month.
Teach as you learn. Stick
to the old rules. Good
manners help you gain
altitude. It’s getting busy.

You’re on top of your
game. You have extra
concent rat ion a nd
f o c u s f o r a m o nt h .
Here’s where you start
ma k i ng prof it s. You
really can have it all.

Taurus

Virgo

Capricorn

Ach ievement a nd
lea r n i ng go ha nd i n
hand. Your cleverness
can be beneficial. You
i mag i ne ex pa nd i ng
the project, and travel
looks promising. Don’t
buy tickets just yet.

Enjoy mad romance.
You’re drawn to love
like a magnet. Weave
gla mou r i nto you r
latest project. You get
more t ha n you g ive.
Yo u r c a r d s a r e a l l
hearts and diamonds.

T h e r e ’s p o s s i b i l i t y
hiding amid the chaos.
Build from the rubble
to create f i na ncia l
success. You’re learning
quickly and can sift and
sort.

Gemini

Libra

Aquarius

Cha nges necessit ate
budget revisions. Go over
the plan to figure out how
to fi x up your home. An
outrageous suggestion
gets you thinking in a
new direction.

For t he nex t mont h,
you’re lucky in love. You
have extra magnetism.
Avoid creative shortcuts
at work, and abundance
r ises. Ma ke cha nges
elsewhere.

You have the advantage
for a wh ile w it h t he
sun in your sign. With
ne w f reedom come s
n e w r e s p o n s i b i l it y.
Celebrate with friends.

Cancer

Scorpio

Pisces

For t he nex t mont h,
venturing out sounds
delicious. Plan some
k ind of advent ure or
escape. Your confidence
a nd d isc ipl i ne w i l l
get you t here. Bring
someone fun.

You r foc u s sh if t s to
domestic matters. Find
romance when you least
ex pec t it . Suppor t a
loved one with a dream
and follow yours.

Unt il t he end of
Fe b r u a r y, p r i v a t e
t ime is especially
appreciated. Scratch
t h i n g s of f you r l i s t
by f i n ish i ng t hem,
or simply by deleting
those you know you’ll
never complete.

Columbia Charlotte Shuttle

S

The Charlotte Airport Just Got Closer
Heyents!
tud
$49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC
www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123

01/20/12

1 2 3 4

for 01/19/12

PSYCHOSTICK, VENTANA,
CIRCUS OF DEAD
SQUIRRELS
8 p.m., $12
New Brookland Tavern,
122 State St.
FRANCISCO VIDAL BAND
10 p.m., free
Tin Roof, 1022 Senate St.

SIMPLIFIED W/
SUN-DRIED VIBES
8 p.m., $8 in advance /
$10 day of show
5 Points Pub,
2020 Devine St.

TOMORROW
THE QUEERS, THE
INDEPENDENTS, THE
MERCY SHOT, APHATOS
6:30 p.m., $10 in advance
/ $13 day of show
New Brookland Tavern,
122 State St.

FRANCISCO VIDAL BAND
10 p.m., free
Tin Roof, 1022 Senate St.
01/20/12

ACROSS
1 Nice forecast
5 Blatant
promotion
9 Entertain
14 Shoppe
modifier
15 Hoosier city
16 Kitchen gadget
17 Sachs
20 Texas longhorn,
for one
21 Shocked
reaction
22 45-Down et al.
23 Hai or oui
25 Atop
27 Sacks
35 Detours, e.g.:
Abbr.
36 Kitty
37 “Awakenings”
actress
38 Start to sing?
39 Fawned over,
with “on”
42 Uncertain word
43 Warren Buffett’s
city
46 JFK listing
47 Matchmaker.com
connection
48 Saks
52 __ bargain
53 Crunch targets
54 Uffizi offering
57 Couples with
clubs
60 Comic pianist
Victor
64 Sax
67 Audibly
68 Taj Mahal site
69 “Yikes!”
70 Sounds from
pounds
71 Maintain
72 Conifers with
elastic wood
DOWN
1 Turns opaque,
with “up”
2 Loads
3 Run in place
4 Late-night flights
5 Couples’s org.
6 Clubber __,
nemesis in
“Rocky III”
7 Bear in the sky
8 Plaster of Paris
component
9 Financing letters
10 Daytime fare

11 Coffee hour
sights
12 Ooze
13 Misses the mark
18 GI rations
19 Date with an MD
24 Dirty Harry’s org.
26 Resistance unit
27 Refrigerant gas
28 Announcement
at the door
29 Took in again
30 Pal of Tigger
31 Playful aquatic
critter
32 Actor Malcolm__ Warner
33 Speak with style
34 Tylenol
alternative
40 Summer on the
Seine
41 Computer fodder
44 Really enthused
45 Buddy List co.
47 Act rebelliously
49 Homeowner’s
option, in brief
50 Ancient
Egyptian temple
complex
51 “Fernando”
quartet
54 Sports schedule
column
55 Audition aim

Solutions from 01/19/12

56 Word with box or
belt
58 On __: nervous
59 Calamitous
61 Storm
62 Eat away
63 Actor Byrnes
and announcer
Hall
65 OED entries
66 Suede feature
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Gamecocks seek first SEC win of season
South Carolina prepares to face
Auburn Tigers on road Saturday
Isabelle Khurshudyan

IKHURSHUDYAN@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

South Carolina has had a week to process its
three straight losses in conference play, but more
significant, the Gamecocks have had a week to
regroup and prepare for Auburn.
As USC hits the road in search of its first
SEC win, the Gamecocks will look to put all the
pieces together and play a complete 40 minutes,
something they have struggled to do in its past
three outings.
“We’ve got to get back in the gym,” said USC
coach Darrin Horn on what his team would
work on after the loss to Florida. “Get better
defensively, and offensively, build on some of the
progress that we did see.”
A gainst Vanderbilt and Kent uck y, t he
Gamecocks scored a combined 30 points in the
first half, making it challenging to rebound in
the second half. Against Florida, USC had 41
first-half points, but were sluggish on defense,
especially in the second half, allowing Florida to
go on a 18-3 run after halftime.
While Horn would like to see the offense
progress from the Florida game, he would like
the Gamecocks to couple it with the defense
they played in the first half against Vandy, where
USC held the Commodores to just 22 points and
forced 11 turnovers.
One of the changes that Horn made on offense
before playing the Gators was starting Bruce
Ellington, who finished with his season high of
17 points. Horn also started Brian Richardson
over Lakeem Jackson.
“I had some really good responses from
some individuals — really good to see Brenton
Williams get out there and do some positive
things,” Horn said after the game. “I thought
Brian Richardson had a great response to
starting, not only making some shots, just the
way that he played. We had our best offensive

guys out there, and things actually looked pretty
good for us.”
Williams, who hadn’t played much since
suffering a knee injury earlier in the season ,
finished with nine points in 14 minutes of play.
He was also a complete surprise to the Florida
players.
“We hadn’t even seen him on the scouting
report,” said Florida junior Kenny Boynton
of Williams. “He came in and hit two deep
3-pointers.”
W hile Williams may have momentarily
caught the Gators off guard, Florida coach Billy
Donovan said there are some players for USC
who create matchup problems for any team. As
the offense looks for consistency, Horn will look
to exploit that at Auburn.
“Going into the game, one of the things I
was concerned about is that they’ve got a lot of
guys that are mismatch problems,” Donovan
said after the game. “Cooke, Gill and even
Jackson — they’re hard-driving, they’re strong,
they’re physical, they’re athletic and they can
rebound. We were concerned that when they
drive the ball, you have to step up and provide
help and they shoot out of those double teams. It
just opens up all sorts of offensive opportunities
for them on the glass.”
Though Horn was pleased with the overall
individual effort, there’s always room for
improvement, which he has preached since
before the start of the season. As the Gamecocks
prepare to travel to Auburn, Horn hopes to see
the individual improvement come together as
well as a collective team improvement — one
that will be enough to secure the first SEC win
of the season.
“We’ll address the issues that are within our
control,” Horn said after the loss to Florida.
“Not just shots not going in, but execution and
not turning the ball over and getting greater
understanding of what leads to scoring droughts.
And keep making individuals better.”
Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Anthony Gill and the rest of the Gamecocks hope for their first SEC
win against Auburn after three consecutive losses in conference play.

Swimming, diving hopes to
make a splash in Athens
Bulldogs expected to be
teams’ toughest opponents
Sam Burgett

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Courtesy of USC Athletics

Kierre Beckles is one of the few upperclassmen and will be depended upon at the Invitational.

USC track, field to compete at Auburn
Coach Curtis Frye believes
young team has potential
Chris Stanley

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

The South Carolina track and field team
will travel to Birmingham to compete in
the Auburn Invitational this weekend.
The young squad will get its first real test
of the season as it faces off against some of
the nation’s top programs including Florida
State, Texas and Ole Miss . However,
despite the youth and inexperience, coach
Curtis Frye stated that he believes in this
team as much as any other he’s coached in
the past.
“We’re so young that our only objectives
are to get better every day,” Frye said.
“We’re not giant killers yet. We have to
reestablish all the talent we lost from last
year. But I like the people we have, and
that’s a good start.”
Frye also emphasized that no one group
on the team has stood out this year. The
hurdlers, jumpers, throwers, sprinters and
long-distance runners are all, for the most
part, working from the ground up.
“The SEC is too tough a conference for
us to put that kind of pressure on just one
particular group,” Frye said. “We don’t
have a top to carry the load yet. We don’t
have the big names. We have to take the
freshmen we have and develop them into a
strong senior class.”
Many Gamecocks are coming off strong
performances from last weekend’s Virginia
Tech Inv itat ional . The most notable
performance came from high jumper

Jeannelle Scheper, who set the Gamecock
record in her first meet of the season with a
height of 5 feet and 11.5 inches. The jump
breaks the old record of former Olympian
Chelsea Hammond by an inch and fell
just three centimeters short of the NCAA
automatic qualifying mark.
Ot her strong performances on t he
women’s side included the shot-putting
trio of Breanna Radford, Katie Vuckovich
and Stacee Roberts, who collectively swept
the Invitational and hope to obtain the
same success at Auburn. The 4x400-meter
relay team and pole-vaulter Petra Olsen
also performed well last weekend, placing
second in their events.
“We expect our veteran scorers to repeat
from what they did last year,” Frye said.
“We’re counting on those people to work
hard, and I want people to see us as the
hardest working track team in the country.”
Strong performers on the men’s side who
are expected to carry their momentum
to the plains are sprinters Chris Royster
(200-meter) and Clayton Gravesande
(4 0 0 -meter) , b ot h of whom p o sted
top-three finishes in their events with
Gravesande winning the 400-meter race.
In the field, pole-vaulter Marvin Rietz
and long jumper Jarrod Hutchen fi nished
second in their events.
“ M a r v i n’s b e e n t o t h e S E C
championships before and has competed
very well,” Frye said. “We’ll be counting
on people who have done this before all
season long.”
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports

After returning from a twomonth break last weekend, the
South Carolina swimming and
diving squads now prepare to
face t he G eorg ia Bu l ldog s ,
wh ich present s t he g reatest
challenge of the season.
“ It w i l l b e ou r t ou g he s t
meet,” said USC coach McGee
Moody in a press release. “It’s
hard enough to swim against
those teams at home, but when
you have to t ravel to t hem
and do it in a day, it produces
some rea l ly big cha l lenges.
Their women are some of the
toughest competitors and best
athletes that I’ve seen. Every
year they are one of the top
t hree teams in t he cou nt r y.
Their men continue to improve
each year, and they are going to
be even better next year. They
have an outstanding recruiting
class coming in next year. We
have our work cut out for us.
When we go into this kind of
environment, we’ve got to be at
our best.”
After the men’s and women’s
s q u ad s def e at e d D u k e a nd
Q u e e n s d u r i n g S at u r d a y ’s
meet , Moody was pleased and
a bit surprised by the teams’
g reat per for ma nces com i ng
off a long break and intense
training.
“We swam better than a lot of
us thought we would,” Moody
said. “It’s hard coming off a
long break and swimming your
best. Some people were sick;
some were hurt. A lot of people
stepped up when we needed it.”
L a s t we e k e nd’s v ic t or ie s
f urther cemented the teams’
belief that they will continue to
have a good season, and USC is
looking for revenge in Athens,
Ga., for last year’s loss in the
Gamecocks’ final home meet .
Moody is looking forward to
the meet and is pleased with his
teams’ individual performance
levels in an extremely
competitive conference.
“SEC is the fastest conference

in sw imm ing,” Moody said.
“Our goal for the men’s is to
break into the top five spots.
It’s a big improvement from
five years ago. Our goal is to
continue to improve, not just
team but individual.”
O n t h e w o m e n’s s i d e ,
sophomores Rachael Schaffer
a nd A ma nda Rutqv ist bot h
placed high at last year’s meet,
wit h Rutqvist winning bot h
the 100-meter and 200-meter
breast st roke a nd Schaf fer
placing f irst in t he 400 I M ,
and t hey are expected to do
so ag a i n t h is t i me a rou nd.
The G a mecock s w il l a lso
l o o k t o s c o r e p o i nt s w it h
t hei r d iv i ng squ ad. S en ior
C o u r t n e y Fo r c u c c i h a d a
st rong per for ma nce against
Georgia last season, winning
the 1-meter board with a 311.05
and the 3-meter board with a
330.35.
For t he men’s side, ju nior
Ryla n R idenou r w i l l look
to secure more wins for t he
Gamecocks again this season.
R idenou r won t he 3-meter
d i v i n g w it h a c a r e e r b e s t
38 0 . 05 a n d p l a c e d s e c o n d
overall on the 1-meter board
with a 328.70 in last season’s
me e t a g a i n s t G e o r g i a a nd
Alabama. Ridenour also swept
t he men’s div ing port ion of
the meet against Duke, a true
accomplishment for the junior,
as Duke is well known for its
superior diving squad.
The Gamecock swimming
program is aiming to break into
the top 25 polls, where they
fi nished last season. A win over
Georgia would help them do
that.
“I feel pretty confident [about
the rest of the season],” said
sophomore Matt Navata after
last weekend’s meet. “All our
groups have all been working
prett y hard, and we’ve all be
trying to achieve our goals so
hopefully ... all of us will hit
our fi nal goals that we want to
meet for the rest of the year.”

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports
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CHOOSE
Students weigh in on the
South Carolina Republican primary

introduction
W

elcome to The Daily Gamecock’s 2012 South Carolina Republican
primary election tab!
With this special section, we tell the stories of a handful of students at
USC who have dedicated themselves to the campaigns of the candidates
they hope to see win the GOP’s nomination and eventually replace
President Barack Obama in the White House.
Each makes an argument for why his or her candidate is best suited
for the nomination and the tasks of reviving a still-struggling economy,
creating jobs and reducing the national deficit. Each has taken on a
different role in his or her candidate’s campaign. Each comes from a
different background and area.
But they all agree on one thing: The stakes are high in this election, and
they want to see their candidate move on in the race with a Palmetto State
win in his pocket — a win that has, in every GOP primary election since
1980, decided the party’s eventual nominee.
Mel Gaddy, a third-year, political science student who lived in Boston
while Mitt Romney was the governor of Massachusetts, attests to Romney’s
credentials and ability to boost the economy. Gaddy spends hours every
day volunteering for USC for Romney and Romney’s South Carolina
campaign.
Former Student Body Vice President Katie Thompson serves as the
national co-chairman and South Carolina director of Students for Newt,
an organization supporting former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich.
Thompson addresses concerns about Gingrich’s values and why she thinks
he can keep America moving forward.
Various members of Youth for Ron Paul at USC explain why they stand
behind the libertarian candidate and, regardless of whether Paul wins the
nomination, will continue to support his policies. Travis Dillard, a firstyear political science student says he “converted” to Paul’s campaign when
he realized all of the mainstream candidates were basically the same.
Caroline Santorum, a first-year psychology student, believes her uncle,
Rick Santorum, embodies Christian and family values and has been an
unwavering conservative throughout his career. She recounts memories
of her uncle and reflects on the experience of seeing her family in the
limelight.
We’ve also included a Primary 411 to give you, the Carolina Community,
a guide to where, when and how to cast your ballets on Saturday. Check
out our editorial board’s endorsement on the Viewpoints page of the paper,
but no matter who you vote for, we encourage you to go out, exercise your
rights as citizens and make your voices heard.

Colin Campbell, Editor-in-Chief

primary 411
POLLING
PLACES

1

1 33rd Ward
2

Martin Luther King
Park
2300 Greene Street

2 23rd Ward
Shandon Fire Dept
2847 Devine Street

4

3

3 1st Ward
Capital Senior
Center
1650 Park Circle

4 12th Ward
Hand Middle
School
2600 Wheat Street

5 10th Ward
5

A.C. Moore
Elementary School
333 Etiwan Avenue

6

6 Olympia Precinct
Olympia Learning
Center
621 Bluff Road

S

outh Carolina’s Republican primary is
always a hotly contested affair — and
Saturday’s is sure to be no exception. Here’s how
you can make sure your voice will count in this
year’s contest.
South Carolina’s primary is open , meaning
that any voter registered in the state is eligible
to vote, regardless of party affiliation.
Voters are required to present identification in
order to vote. Valid identification includes: your
voter registration card, driver’s license or other
Department of Motor Vehicles–issued ID card.
However, if you are planning to take your

registration card, registered by mail and didn’t
include ID with your application, take note:
you will also be required to present your
license, DMV-issued ID or “a copy of a current
utility bill, bank statement, paycheck or other
government document that shows your name
and address in the county [you’re voting in],”
according to the state Election Commission.
You’re also required to vote at your assigned
precinct, which will be open from 7 a.m. to 7
p.m., but any voters in line when polls close at 7
p.m. will still be allowed to vote.
The accompanying maps show the location of

polling stations for four precincts near USC’s
campus and off-campus apartments, but they
are not an exhaustive guide. You can locate
your polling place on the Election Commission
website at bit.ly/SCVoting.
If you’re hoping to vote absentee by mail,
you may be out of luck — the deadline to
return ballots was Jan. 17. The deadline to vote
absentee in person, though, is Friday at 5 p.m.
— Compiled by Thad Moore,
Assistant News Editor

“I just think that

my uncle is always

the right thing.”

— Caroline Santorum

rick santorum

aroline

Santorum has
never voted.
But come Saturday,
she’ll be pulling the
lever for her uncle,
a man she describes as “a
great role model.”
Her uncle, former
Pennsylvania Sen. Rick
Santorum, has led a campaign built on
traditional socially conservative values.
Its fundamental cornerstones, as the
candidate has repeated at countless
stump speeches and debates, are faith
and family.
And Caroline, his niece and
g o d d a u g h t e r, s i t s r i g h t a t t h e i r
crossroads.
“Everything he stands for and believes
in is from the heart, and he’s really
passionate about everything he says and
does,” the first-year psychology student
said Wednesday afternoon. “He’s really
steadfast in what he believes in. I see
that and ... really try to incorporate it
through my life and everything I do.”
In that sense, she and her uncle keep
largely in line with the rest of their
clan.
“Just the Santorum family in general,
we’re devout Catholics,” Caroline
Santorum said. “We go to church every
Sunday, [and] I taught Sunday school
all through high school. I’ve just tried
to embody my religion.”
But family, too, has weighed heavily
on Sen. Santorum.
His family resides in Virginia but
travels in the summer to vacation and
visit relatives, including Caroline.
She recalled playing board games
like Monopoly and Pictionary at family
reunions (“He’s really good, especially
when you’re young and you don’t really
understand it,” she said.)
The senator also has a family with
seven children of his own, so “this is
not really an opportune time to run for

going to do

Andrew Askins / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

C

president,” Caroline Santorum said.
But she takes that to mean that her
uncle is deeply passionate for this run:
“This isn’t something he just did to be
powerful. He does it because he thinks
it’s what’s right and what he needs to
do for his country.”
That’s a passion she’s seen run
through her uncle’s political career,
which stretches back to 1990.
“He’s a really upstanding guy, really
passionate [and] speaks from the heart,”
she said. “He’s never run as a Democrat
when it’s popular and then gone back
to being a Republican.”
Similarly, her family’s interaction
with their “Uncle Rick’s” political
career and the relative notoriety that’s
come with it stretches back as long as
the younger Santorum can remember.
She recalled the inauguration of
former President George W. Bush and
the surreality of seeing her uncle sitting
behind him.
“I remember sitting with my mom
and dad and oldest cousin Elizabeth,”
she said, when she noticed her uncle’s
face on a big screen showing Bush’s
address: “I was like, ‘Oh, that’s weird,’
and my dad said, ‘Look at that; that
could be an omen.’ And so many years
later, I guess it could be.”
But that attention can also be trying.
“Criticism is hard,” she said.
“Nobody wants to hear anybody talking
bad about your family, especially on a
national level. It’s difficult, but you
have to take the good with the bad in
politics.”
And as election day approaches,
Caroline Santorum would rather focus
on the good.
“I just think that my uncle is always
going to do the right thing,” she said.
“He doesn’t wander in what he believes;
he’s always been a strong conservative
... [and] you’ll never question if he’ll do
the right thing.”

By Thad Moore
tmoore@dailygamecock.com

“It’s a
movement for

liber
ty
and

individual
T

exas Rep. Ron Paul may not
have taken an aggressive
approach to campaigning in South
Carolina, but he has still captured
a loyal following among collegeage voters who are fed up with
flip-flop arguments.
Third-year criminal justice
student Harley Grant is one
such follower. Grant admits to
having been “that kid” in his high
school government classes, with
a political interest sparked from
watching “The Colbert Report”
and a fascinated conviction to the
self-proclaimed constitutionalist’s
old-school Jeffersonian fidelity to
limited government.
“I just caught on to the political
bug and wanted to spread the
message,” Grant said.
That’s what just what Grant
has been doing since his first
venture on behalf of the Ron Paul
campaign in 2007, leaving political
Slim Jims on the hoods of parked
cars.
Nowadays, he’s been spreading
the message and garnering support
for Paul’s second run for the White
House as the president of Youth
for Ron Paul at USC , the only
campus group to support a single
candidate. Since becoming official
in November, the organization has
garnered more than 340 members
on Facebook, many of whom will
be voting for the first time in
2012.
T h e b o d y o f R o n P a u l ’s
supporters, like the candidate

rights.”

himself, is hard to place at either
end of the political spectrum.
Paul’s supporters at USC range
from long-time conservatives to
former socialists, many of whom
say they are exasperated with
the easily compromised policies
of major-party representatives.
Among them is first-year political
science student Travis Dillard ,
who was a self-proclaimed
Democrat and President Barack
Obama supporter until three
weeks ago, when he says he
“converted” to Youth for Paul.
“I had a change of heart when
I realized that all the candidates
were the same,” Dillard said.
“From Obama to Romney, there’s
really no difference between their
policies.”
Dillard is one of the many firsttime voters around the nation who
have been attracted to the small
government principles touted by
Paul — among them an anti-war
foreign policy, the legalization of
marijuana and the repeal of the
National Defense Authorization
Act.
“Those socially liberal and
economically conservative
principles draw all types of people,
but college students especially are
gravitating toward him,” Grant
said.
While Grant and other

Spencer Scott / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

— Alex Wright
supporters will dutifully
demonstrate on Paul’s behalf
Saturday, they insist that they are
part of a larger movement among
the next generation of voters that
goes beyond the support of a
single candidate and even beyond
the 2012 election; following the
primary election, the group will
continue working to support Paul’s
staunch policies under a different

name, possibly “students for
liberty.”
“It’s a movement for liberty and
individual rights, and for a return
to the economic principles in the
Constitution,” third-year fi nance
student Alex Wright said.

By Kathryn Kranjc
kkranjc@dailygamecock.com

ron paul

U

SC’s former Student Body Vice President
Katie Thompson knows a thing or two
about political scandal.
During last year’s Student Government
elections, her campaign was the only one charged
with an election violation; then, a semester after
taking office, she
resigned after being
confronted by The
Daily Gamecock
with evidence of
her involvement
in the August fraternity rush
controversy.
But though Thompson may no
longer be involved in SG, she’s
not out of politics.
The third-year public relations
student is currently volunteering
for a national campaign effort of a
presidential candidate who’s embroiled
in some controversy himself: former
Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich.
With his success in recent debates
and a Thursday endorsement from
Texas governor and primary dropout
Rick Perry, Gingrich has made a surge
in the Palmetto State — the most recent
Rasmussen poll shows him taking the
lead from Republican front-runner Mitt
Romney in popularity among South
Carolina voters.
But Gingrich still struggles with those
who question his values, citing reports
regarding extramarital affairs and an
interview in which his second wife said
he’d asked for an “open marriage.”
Gingrich has largely refused to
comment on the affairs , calling them
personal and unrelated to his electability
as a candidate.
Speaking to naysayers, Perry reached
out to voters, acknowledging that
Gingrich isn’t perfect.
“But who among us is?” Perry asked.
“The fact is, there is forgiveness for
those who seek God.”
Jeremy Aaron / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Thompson, the national co-chairman
of Students for Newt, as well as the
organization’s regional director for
South Carolina, understands the
criticisms but said she agrees with Perry’s
sentiments.
“It does matter,” Thompson said. “Those

“He has the

ideas and solutions

to keep pushing us

forward.”

— Katie Thompson

newt gingrich

things should absolutely come into the
conversation. But they happened before I was
born. I know what happened; I did the research.
It’s almost nice to know your candidate isn’t
perfect.
“That’s the beauty of how we elect our
president. I want to judge my candidate on
whether they can help me and this country. I do
believe [the personal questions] will be a factor
for some voters, but evaluating these candidates,
the question is: Who can beat our incumbent
president? Social issues will dissolve around that
one.”
Like Perry did in his endorsement, Thompson
stressed Gingrich’s conservative credentials as a
key voting issue.
“Newt constantly profiles himself as a (Ronald)
Reagan conservative,” Thompson said. “He
has the ideas and solutions to keep pushing
us forward. We need to, as a country, keep
creatively thinking about moving forward. Newt
thinks outside the box.”
More specifically, Thompson pointed out
Gingrich’s Social Security plan for young people.
“His ideas for personal savings and personal
investment account for students are very
personalized to what we’re looking for,” she
said. “We’re concerned about [our] future; we’re
concerned about jobs. Debt and unemployment
is a huge issue. I feel more assured that when
these ideas come forward I’ll have a secure
future, which I haven’t felt confident about since
(President Barack) Obama got elected.”
Thompson has volunteered for the Gingrich
campaign since November and said it has taken
her to about 20 campaign events across the state
in Columbia, Myrtle Beach, Charleston, Aiken
and Bluffton.
She expects the Saturday night’s election to go
well for Gingrich.
“I’m confident it’s going to be a Gingrich win,”
she said. “South Carolina is where campaigns
come to die. The other candidates are falling
into line; I have full confidence that they’ll fall
into line behind Newt.”
What about after this weekend? The SG
presidential elections are next month — will we
be seeing another Thompson campaign?
“Hell no,” she said, with a laugh. “I had my
opportunity, and I did what I came to do. I like
to think and know I made an impact.”

By Colin Campbell
ccampbell@dailygamecock.com

“Mitt Romney is

the only man

for the job.”
T

hursday was rough for Mitt
Romney.
Just a week before, the former
Massachusetts governor and frontrunning Republican presidential
candidate had cleaned up in New
Hampshire and taken South Carolina
by storm, confidently campaigning
as though he was already the GOP
nominee.
And then came Thursday. And
with it came an announcement by
Texas Gov. Rick Perry that he was
suspending his campaign and endorsing
a suddenly competitive former Speaker
of the House Newt Gingrich. On the
same day, evidence of a vote miscount
in Iowa emerged, handing former
Pennsylvania Sen. Rick Santorum the
win in the nation’s first caucuses and
taking away one of Romney’s two
victories.
In an instant, the election went
from a potential three-win coast to
the nomination for Romney to a onewin fight for votes in the “first in the
South” primary.
Mel Gaddy, a second-year political
science student and a volunteer for
both USC for Romney and the
candidate’s South Carolina campaign,
hopes neither Santorum’s Iowa win
nor Perry’s Gingrich endorsement will
have much of an effect on Romney’s
status as the GOP’s eventual choice,
but he doesn’t know for sure.
“The polls ... tend to yield in our
favor,” Gaddy said in defense of
his candidate. “I can’t tell you what
Santorum’s post-facto fate in Iowa
means for South Carolina any more

than I can tell you the how
Perry’s withdrawal will impact
how South Carolinians cast
their ballots. I can tell you that I
hope, for the sake of our nation, that
Romney wins South Carolina.”
Gaddy, who was born in Asheville,
N.C., moved with his family four times
growing up because of his father’s job.
In the last of the moves before his
family settled in Simpsonville, S.C.,
Gaddy spent three and a half years
living in Boston, Mass., where he
said he saw firsthand what Romney is
capable of doing to boost the economy.
“When I lived in Boston, I was
able to get a keen sense of the kind
of leadership it takes to reach across
the aisles in the pursuit of a higher
cause from Romney, when he served
as governor of Massachusetts,” Gaddy
said. “He was able to cut taxes and
create the kind of lasting jobs in
Massachusetts that still contribute to
the Bay State’s economy — all while
operating in a political climate of
opposition.”
Gaddy believes Romney’s public
record in New England and his success
in the private sector will translate to a
successful presidency in Washington.
“We need a president who can
revitalize our economy,” Gaddy
said. “Before he was governor of
Massachusetts he built businesses
that we see in virtually every city in
America.
“Why he is the best candidate,
though, is much simpler; we need
a president who can revitalize our
economy. The fundamental question
that all voters — especially college
students — in the primary should
ask themselves is simple: Who can
turn this nation’s economy around?

Courtesy of Mel Gaddy

Mitt Romney is the only man for the
job. Considering that Gov. Romney
has proven himself in both the
private sector and the pubic sector,
he represents the last hope for the
American economy.”
Gaddy’s passion for the campaign
is palpable — he estimates he spent
several hours a day this week talking
to South Carolinians convincing them
to vote for Romney. He said it’s been
hectic, and he’ll be relieved when
it’s over, but the campaign has been
rewarding as well.
“I mean, how often do you get the
chance to work in the pursuit of a goal
that you really believe in?” Gaddy
pointed out.
Gaddy believes President Barack
Obama hasn’t delivered on his promises

— Mel Gaddy
in 2008 and that in 2012, Romney will.
“The conventional wisdom that I
tend to agree with says that Romney
is the only guy who can beat President
Obama,” Gaddy said. “Truth be told,
as a guy, I can’t help but like the
president, but he hasn’t delivered the
hope he promised. As a nation we’re
in dire straits; we need a candidate that
understands how to lift us out of our
recession.
“And that candidate,” Gaddy said,
“is Mitt Romney.”

By Colin Campbell
ccampbell@dailygamecock.com

mitt romney

